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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Twenty-Seventh Day: Saturday, August 26, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 219-55-42-48—25%W, 66%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)CAPE DIVA: Aired in first start with hood; logical class move upward 
(#3)MY SUGAR: Closer won her only turf start on this class level 
(#5)LADY LT.: Form has tailed off, but she has never been in this cheap  
(#6)POR FAVOR: On the drop for a hot barn; second start off a layoff  
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-2-6 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)GOLDEN CAUSEWAY: 11-time winner will be tighter this time around 
(#5)FLYING FRANK: Has improved on this class level for a new outfit  
(#8)SEBA’S DANCER: He has transferred honest Fairmount form to Ellis 
(#6)ELLIO: In the money in four-of-seven local starts; useful in the exotics 
  
SELECTIONS: 4-5-8-6 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)FIELDS OF DREAMS: Controlling speed tries grass; blinkers-on noted  
(#8)STREET CAT SAM: Makes first start as a gelding with the hood; tighter 
(#2)MINE MY TIME: Barn is effective with turf sprinters; attracts Court  
(#3)ONE THIRTY NINE: Bred to handle the weeds; sitting on “bullet” move  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-2-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)CONQUEST BAD UNCLE: $200K Uncle Mo filly makes debut for Cox 
(#3)BORN TO BE WINNER: Graded stakes placed on turf going eight panels 
(#4)OH DEAR LORD: Steps up in class, first start off the claim for Broberg  
(#7)SOFT CHEESE: Hooked a tougher bunch last time; like the move to turf  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-7 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)RACEY REECEY: Poor start cost her last time; barn effective off claim 
(#6)SEEKING BULL: Route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt angles appealing; drops 
(#7)BILL’S WEALTHYGIRL: Chances compromised at the break last time  
(#5)ELONA: Exits a “live” heat, returns to the races fresh  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-5 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)CUTACORNER: In a snug spot for $16K; Court/Van Berg combo a plus 
(#8)PERFECT MOVEMENT: Game in last start off the shelf for Amoss 
(#3)BENEDICTION: He has been sharp in a pair of starts for Hartman  
(#7)NAN’S PIERCE ARROW: Runs well fresh; returns to the claiming ranks  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-3-7 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)BELVIN: Honest turf form versus deceptively tough foes in Ohio 
(#10)FOREVER SURE: 20-time winner is undefeated on the local course 
(#8)NORTHEAST BOUND: Rough trip last time; second start off shelf  
(#6)BOLD SHOT: He has improved of late on the turf; comes running late  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-8-6 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)ATHLETIC TEMPER: Controlling speed comes in fresh for Asmussen 
(#2)SOUTHERN SOUL: Good second on debut at Ellis; plenty of upside 
(#11)DIG CHARLIE DIG: Turf-to-dirt angle has appeal; blinkers-on noted 
(#3)FAULT LINE: Makes his first start as a gelding; exits a quick heat  
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-11-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)MAGICIAN MAN: Exploded when clear in turf debut on this level 
(#5)GUILTY STREAK: Beaten chalk in last two; likes minor awards 
(#3)SLOWHAND: Returns fresh for Ward; never been in this cheap  
(#10)SEVENHEARTSWARRIOR: Faced a pair of next-out winners last time  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-3-10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


